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Being perceived as a “visitor” in the nursing staff’s working arena – the involvement of relatives in daily caring activities in nursing homes in an urban community in Sweden

ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND: It is both complex and difficult for relatives when a loved one moves into a nursing home and many relatives are not prepared for the realities these new situations entail. Little attention has been paid to scrutinising the involvement of relatives in patient care, particularly in relation to the structures and routines of nursing homes or to the staff’s reasoning concerning their involvement. **AIM:** To describe, from a gender perspective, how nursing staff’s routines and reasoning act to condition the involvement of relatives in nursing homes. **METHODS:** Focused ethnographic fieldwork was conducted in a medium sized urban community in central Sweden in three different nursing homes. Ethical approval was granted by the Ethical Review Board (No 2010/658-31/5). **RESULTS:** The nursing staff assign a certain code of conduct to all relatives they perceived as “visitors” in their working arena. This code of conduct was related to the routines and subcultures existing among the nursing staff and stemmed from a division of labour; the underlying concept of “visitor” predetermined the potential for relatives’ involvement. This involvement is explicitly related to the general gendered characteristics that exist in the nursing staff’s perception of the relatives. **DISCUSSION:** The study’s limitations are primarily concerned with shortcomings associated with a research presence during the fieldwork. The discussion focuses on the dimensions of power structures observed in the nursing home routines and the staff’s reasoning based on their gendered assumptions. We argue that it is important to develop mechanisms that provide opportunities for nursing staff in elderly care to reflect on these structures without downplaying the excellent care they provide. We stress the importance of
further exploring these issues concerning relatives and their involvement in nursing homes in order to facilitate the transition from informal caregiver to “visitor”.

**Keywords:** nursing home staff, relatives, involvement, ethnography and gender perspective
INTRODUCTION

Many relatives continue to take part in the care of their relatives after they have been moved to special housing (1-4). This caring responsibility is most often passed to female family members, including wives, daughters and daughters-in-law (5), a common practice in an already intra-gendered caring arena in which women provide care for both other women and men (6). Given the gendered positions of men and women in society in general, institutions and practices are almost always connected to various power structures and gender concepts (7). It is therefore important to investigate how these influences are reflected in nursing homes and how they condition the gender-specific involvement of relatives. Previous research on the relationships and interactions between relatives and nursing staff in special housing has focused on communication, role transition, attitudes and interventions designed to improve the cooperation between staff and relatives, often including both relatives and nursing staff in these studies (8-12). This study was focused on the perspective of the nursing staff, as they usually have both the mandate and authority to plan and execute daily caring activities in nursing homes (13).

According to Nolan and Dellasega (14) and Utley-Smith et al. (3), interacting with relatives is often one of the most difficult, complex and demanding tasks for nursing staff. Wilson (15) argues that although nursing staff recognise that family members represent a helpful resource, they tend to prefer completing their tasks without their help in order to assure that the nursing home’s routines are strictly followed. Furthermore, the extra time required to involve relatives may come at the expense of providing the best possible care for the residents (16). Scarce resources, high staff turnover and poor support from the nursing home management are other possible factors deterring the nursing staff from engaging family members (10, 17). Abrahamson
(18) also emphasises that these factors can lead to burnout and stress among the nursing staff, which may negatively impact their relationships with relatives.

Nursing staff has also reported that some relatives have distorted expectations of the care the nursing home should provide and these expectations often conflict with those of the nursing staff. These relatives may be described as demanding, difficult and challenging (19, 20) and relatives are often perceived as selfish if they fail to realise that the home’s finite resources must be allocated fairly among several residents and relatives (3). Kellett (21) found that the nursing staff tended to believe that good relationships with family members are characterised by the readiness of relatives to rely on the staff’s professional skills and to relinquish the responsibility of care (cf. 22). Furthermore, the relatives are expected to value the staff’s caring efforts (6) and follow the nursing home’s chain of communication when seeking information or communicating with staff (3). The accepted rules and customs in these social arenas are usually influenced by the staff’s normative beliefs about how to interpret a family member’s behaviour (6) Although extensive, this previous research has paid little attention to exploring, from a gender perspective, how the routines and reasoning of nursing staff condition relatives’ involvement in daily caring activities.

West and Zimmerman’s (23) gender display perspective emphasises that gender is connected to the division of labour, which comprises the resources, structures and processes vital for the creation and maintenance of gender differences. In this study, rather than viewing routines and reasoning as separate components, the gender display perspective asserts that they are inextricably linked to the ways in which we “do gender” when defining social positions. The division of labour in a nursing home is central to this gendering process, as it defines the social
positions and roles available to the relatives. Thus, the gender display perspective implies that doing gender is a process in which differences are created, while concurrently recognising that these differences are subject to change. The underlying notion in the gender display perspective is that gender is created and expressed through dichotomies such as man - women and heterosexual - homosexual, as well as more subtle dichotomies including formal - informal, working - visiting, and normal - abnormal (24). West and Zimmerman argued that positions of power are distributed within these dichotomies; because the two parts are not equal, a central mechanism is created that reproduces and (re)affirms social positions in a gendered society (23).

The gender perspective is highly relevant when examining the involvement of family members in institutions such as nursing homes. Intra-gendered structures also tend to emerge within nursing homes, as the majority of both the nursing staff and the relatives involved in care are female, and nursing home institutions could be described as feminine encoded arenas (25). Studies using a gender perspective often, but not always, focus on power structures (26) and how gender is created between men and women, as well as within these groups (27-29). In this study, the gender perspective forms the basis for examining how the routines and reasoning of the nursing staff act to condition the involvement of relatives in daily caring activities in nursing homes in an urban community in Sweden.

METHODS

Setting and participants

Participants were recruited from a medium sized community in central Sweden. Of the five nursing homes in this community, three consented to participate in the study following an
information session. These nursing homes admitted elderly people with major care needs, such as disabilities and/or problems concerning nutrition, hygiene and dressing, and offered their residents full-time supervision. Importantly, the nursing homes did not admit persons suffering from dementia. The three nursing homes were also similarly structured; three story buildings in which each floor had a kitchen, twelve resident apartments equipped with security alarms, staff offices, and public areas decorated with old furniture in order to make the institution more home-like. The television and radio were often on in the living rooms. In all nursing homes, the kitchens were considered to be the "heart of activity"; the place where nursing staff and residents could meet, eat and talk. In the kitchen the staff prepared the food, washed the dishes, distributed the medicines and planned the day. The residents spoke very sparingly with one another, a phenomenon the nursing staff attempted to overcome by encouraging conversation. Each day, the residents were offered group social activities, such as dining, musical entertainment and excursions in the surroundings.

The participants in this study were permanently employed nursing staff from the three nursing homes. A total of 42 staff members received verbal and written information about the study and all but one gave their informed consent to participate. Among the 41 informants, there were 38 women and 3 men, ranging in age from 23 to 64 years old. The specific job titles of the informants included 6 registered nurses, 22 enrolled nurses, 8 nursing assistants, 3 heads of units and 2 administrative staff (both with nursing backgrounds). The informants had been employed in 50 to 100% positions in nursing homes from three to seventeen years.

**Data collection**
Data was collected over a four-month period from the three nursing homes through focused ethnographic fieldwork, an ethnographic approach previously used in nursing research (30-33). The method consists of participant observations, formal and informal interviews, and the gathering of documents. Focused ethnography was chosen for this study as the research questions concerned a distinct problem within a specific context among a group of people (34).

The first author (JH) collected data from the three nursing home over numerous observation sessions while the nursing staff performed everyday work: 14 sessions (87 hours) in the first home, 9 sessions (47 hours) in the second, and 7 sessions (46 hours) in the third, for a total of 30 observation sessions and 180 hours. The observations were conducted through a gender perspective in order to capture how the staff unconsciously did gender, particularly with regards to their perceptions of and reactions to the ways in which relatives involved themselves in caring activities. Although the purpose of the ethnographic field work was not to study the relatives’ and/or residents’ perspective, it was natural to come across them because of their presence in the nursing homes. The residents were asked to give their consent if they accepted that the data were collected in their homes in observing the nursing staff while they cared for them in their apartments. The relatives received written information which was posted in existing information points in the nursing homes to inform that a research study took place in the public areas. No relatives questioned the study or the first author’s presence in the nursing homes. The observations were documented on site and recorded into a word-processing program as field notes, including descriptions of places, activities, events and relationships, as well as reflective memos. The memos were then used to identify additional areas that required further examination.
In connection with the observation sessions, 19 informal interviews were conducted with the nursing staff wherever an interesting situation arose, including in the common kitchen, hallway, coffee room or the residents' apartments. These informal interviews provided instantaneous insight into the nursing staff's reasoning during various situations and a better understanding of their conduct. The interviews, which lasted on average 10 minutes, took place during or in connection with various events and were initiated by either JH or the nursing staff. In addition, five formal interviews were conducted with the three directors and two nurses, lasting an average of 35 minutes. The formal interviews were structured according to a predetermined interview guide and provided an opportunity to focus on issues that had emerged during the observations. The informants were asked questions such as: What happens when relatives criticise the nursing care? To what degree do you feel that the relatives are responsible for the residents’ quality of life? All interviews were tape-recorded and transcribed verbatim. Finally, as part of the ethnographic method, data was also gathered by reviewing documents, such as the nursing homes’ introductory brochures targeted to residents and their relatives.

Data analysis

The data were analysed using thematic content analysis in four steps, as described by Baxter (35) and in relation to the theoretical frame of gender display perspective (23). Step 1 - The interview transcripts, field notes and introductory brochures were read through in order to get an overall impression of the data. Simultaneously, the recorded interviews were listened through in order to acquire the most comprehensive impression of the data possible. Step 2 - The data were read through more carefully and condensed meaning units were assigned. The analysis was carried out based on a gender perspective in order to understand how the nursing staff’s routines and reasoning conditioned the relatives’ involvement in daily caring activities in nursing homes. Step
3 - The meaning units were further condensed into codes, maintaining the original character of the meaning units. Step 4 - Abstraction was completed through the interpretation of the coded data using a theoretical gender framework, based on the general themes that were developed. In those cases in which JH found that one code could be related to several themes, the last author made a co-author check in order to facilitate the clustering of the codes into the most relevant themes. For more detailed information on this process, please see Table 1.

Ethical considerations

The study was granted approval by the Regional Ethical Review Board (No 2010/658-31/5) and the relevant ethical guidelines were followed (36). Although the focus of this study was to observe the nursing staff’s conduct, the residents unavoidably became a part of the observation; therefore, informed consent was collected from the residents as well as the participating nursing staff. If a resident did not consent to participate, the first author respected their wishes and avoided observing the nursing staff in the resident’s apartment or the public areas where they were present. All participants were guaranteed confidentiality and the right to withdraw at any time without any restriction. The people that visited the nursing homes such as relatives, craftsmen, dentists, physiotherapists, occupational therapists etc. were informed through newsletters at the homes’ billboards, that there was an on-going research study in the public areas.

RESULTS

The analysis of the data collected in this study resulted in the development of three themes illuminating how the nursing staff’s routines and reasoning effectively conditioned the involvement of the relatives. These themes are: 1) a division into formal or informal caregivers -
contributing rather than competing; 2) status of relatives in the nursing staff’s working arena - code of conduct for “visitors”; and 3) spectrum of characteristics connected to relatives’ involvement. In general, the degree and type of involvement of the relatives in the nursing homes seemed to be conditioned by a gender display of the dichotomous divisions of formal - informal, worker - visitor, and normal - abnormal.

**Division into formal or informal caregivers – contributing rather than competing**

Although the nursing staff agreed that relatives should take part in daily caring activities, they also believed that certain areas of decision making fell strictly under their jurisdiction and in such cases their authority should not be shared with relatives. The nursing staff explained their reasoning for the division of staff and relatives into formal and informal caregivers, respectively, with reference to the multidimensional nature of their work. One enrolled nurse described the basis for this division in a formal interview in the following way:

> It is hard, I do not actually think that relatives should be allowed to decide what concerns [the residents]... my God, they can be involved in what the residents should wear or what they should eat for dinner ... but somehow the relatives forget that we are experts in caring and they are not. But then again, they think that they know their mom or dad for whom we are caring and I can understand that. But that was when they were healthy, not now...

As seen in the quotation above, the use of word “expert” and the importance of “now versus then” shed light on the significance of the relative - nursing staff divide. The self-labelling of the nursing staff as experts predetermined the position of the relatives as informal caregivers, a narrow and restrictive role. During the fieldwork observations, the staff demonstrated this type
of role distinction through both verbal and non-verbal communication with the relatives. For example, it was commonly observed that the staff marked their territorial authority by making the relatives wait in public areas while they performed their daily care activities in the residents’ apartments.

Although the nursing staff acknowledged during informal interviews that the relatives had a great deal of experience in caring for their family members, they saw this experience as confined to a certain time period. In this respect, the caring skills of relatives were considered somewhat out-dated or inappropriate, thereby strengthening the nursing staff’s perception of relatives as informal and non-expert caregivers in the nursing homes. During the fieldwork observations, particularly during the informal interviews and coffee breaks, the majority of the nursing staff stressed the importance of setting boundaries, emphasising the inability of relatives to care for a resident as they had before. This line of reasoning formed the basis for the division of labour between the nursing staff and the relatives in the nursing home culture.

Occasionally, uncertainty was observed in the relationship between relatives and staff when relatives challenged this division of labour; such challenges required attention and correction by the staff. The staff frequently discussed this type of situation during the interviews; for example, one member of the nursing staff described the situation in a formal interview in the following way:

There could be incontinence problems, and then of course the relatives think a lot about the incontinence materials their mom or dad should have. Their view is not linked to any professional approach, they just follow their emotions that this is the way it should be. This may be an example of what is our responsibility as professionals and what the relatives
should not make decisions about ... this is just an example. Because, sometimes we find ourselves in these kinds of situations and then we have to point them out…

Despite the staff’s reasoning with regards to identifying themselves as caring experts within their working arena, they tended to maintain an approving and inclusive approach to the relatives’ involvement. This was observed during their interaction with the relatives while they discussed the relatives’ concerns about certain caring practices or medical matters.

The division of labour was outlined in the introductory brochures, making it clear for relatives how they could be contribute as informal caregivers. Nonetheless, this division in itself seemed to create a manoeuvring space in which certain roles or types of involvement were negotiable, based on the principle of contribution without competition.

**Status of relatives in the nursing staff’s working arena - code of conduct for “visitors”**

During both formal and informal interviews, many of the nursing staff labelled relatives who entered their working arena as “visitors”. In fact, the distinction between “workers” and “visitors” was crucial to the nursing staff and was compounded by the concept of pay; the nursing staff represented professional caregivers who received pay for their efforts, whereas the visiting relatives cared for their family members in their spare time. This distinction limited the possibilities for the relatives’ involvement, which was only permitted if they followed a pre-set code of conduct in the nursing homes. An enrolled nurse displayed this attitude during a formal interview after a busy morning on the floor:

They [relatives] are not supposed to work extra here [at the nursing home]. We actually get paid to work here, so I usually check with them several times whether or not they really
want [to care] and can cope. As I said before, we get paid so we can do this, we’ve got to.

You [the relative] can take it easy, have a cup of coffee and rest a bit.

Although being labelled “visitor” released relatives from the obligation of attending or participating in the caring duties, it authorised the staff restrict the activities in which the relatives were permitted to be involved. For instance, providing intimate hygiene care to the residents was exclusively allocated to the staff and relatives were prohibited from taking part in such care activities. The public-private dichotomy was frequently discussed among the nursing staff while they determined which activities or behaviours were appropriate in public and private settings. During a lunch break observation, some nursing assistants agreed that relatives should be excluded from intimate caring activities due to the discomfort experienced by both the staff and the residents when intimated care was performed in presence of the relatives. In contrast, some nursing assistants argued that the relatives themselves should be free to determine their own level of involvement based on their relationship with the resident.

Occasionally, nursing staff struggled with adult children, particularly sons, wanting to care for their parents’ intimate hygiene. A nurse expressed her concerns in a formal interview in the staff’s lunchroom:

…and changing diapers or washing their mother or father in the genital area, may not be so… I do not know if you should call it unethical, but for me it is a bit strange. If I should start washing my mom… It belongs to the nursing staff [that kind of caring tasks]. But you may have different opinions about this. I mean, many relatives accompany the residents to the doctor and the dentist and want to know what is happening and we are pleased for that. It is this issue of hygiene that makes you think a bit…
The field observations revealed yet another dimension of the staff’s perception of the public-private division, which impacted the corresponding code of conduct; for example, the activities considered “public” were almost exclusively considered to be the relatives’ domain. Accompanying patients to appointments, outdoor activities, and socializing were perceived as examples of being a good relative and the staff obviously approved of the relatives who accompanied residents to the doctor, hairdresser or podiatrist.

The restrictions and code of conduct expected of the “visitor” were not actually fixed or static but rather flexible and dynamic in relation to other intersectional positions, such as man-woman and child-parent. The concepts of women and caring were so intertwined that exceptions were sometimes made in the division of labour; for instance, it was occasionally observed that some female visitors in the nursing homes could carry out intimate care for family members. During an informal interview, several members of the nursing staff discussed a daughter-in-law who accompanied her mother-in-law to the toilet during her visits in the nursing home. Although this activity was accepted, the staff deemed it wise to exclude the resident’s son from such caring activities.

**Spectrum of characteristics connected to relatives’ involvement**

The nursing staff viewed the relatives as an important resource for both the residents and themselves. This view was also communicated in the introductory brochures and in the core value statement in the nursing homes. Although the staff strongly emphasised that they knew the relatives well and strived to maintain good relations with them, they were frequently observed to judge the relatives, stereotyping them based on their ethnic origin, family relations, conduct, and
social status. Indeed, such topics frequently arose during the chatting and reporting among nursing staff.

In general, the relatives were described in both formal and informal interviews by the nursing staff as nice and friendly, with various positive characteristics. Some relatives, however, were considered to be ‘difficult’ to connect with and/or understand; such relatives were categorised according to gendered characteristics. This phenomenon is illustrated below in the excerpt from an informal interview in which a nursing assistant expressed her opinion about an adult son who had always lived with his mother:

He is a bit special and different. He is not strange to us nursing staff … but he and his mother have a special relationship. I do not really think there is something strange, but it is just that he is little... you know, I think there is something wrong with him ... they do not have a normal and healthy mother and son relationship, he is very concerned about her ... he has lived with his mother his whole life and is really bound to her.

This type of judgement, in which the relative does not fulfil the requirements of a “normal” relative, demonstrates how the reasoning among nursing staff can actively place relatives in specific social positions. The classification of relatives is not only connected to gender characteristics but also affects their social privileges as “visitors”. As observed primarily in informal chats, concepts such as “strange” and “odd” were used to label relatives who seemed to challenge the routines in the nursing homes. In this case, the polarization was related to a hierarchical frame. Furthermore, visitor privileges were distributed according to this norm. As exemplified in the quotation above, the son’s relationship with his mother seemed to challenge both the routines and the dominant reasoning in the nursing homes.
The spectrum of characteristics attributed to the relatives was further complicated as some of the nursing staff reported that contact with the relatives was often the most challenging task in their work. Perhaps the most demanding relatives were those described by the majority of the staff as norm breakers, in relation to the we-them dichotomy. An enrolled nurse informally stated during an afternoon break:

…if you come here, you also have to learn how to speak the language [Swedish]... No, but I think that they [immigrants] have to adjust. Her relatives think that we should learn how to speak her [the resident’s] language so we will understand her.

As shown above, intertwined in the gender characteristics was also a demarcation line exaggerating the we-them divide. The relatives’ involvement was discussed in relation to these intersecting structures of ethnicity on the floors and aroused various feelings among some nursing staff. It was visible that the labelling of relatives as “good” or “odd” resulted in an unequal distribution of privileges by the staff. In contrast to the explicit core value statement that stressed the equal treatment of all relatives, “good” relatives were given more freedoms and choices than the “odd” relatives. For example, the requests made by relatives from ethnic minorities were more frequently ignored or neglected than those from the dominant population. Accordingly, the we-them divide was found to be greatest between the staff and the more demanding relatives, creating a better “manoeuvring space” for the good relatives and solidifying the nursing staff’s collective professional identity.

**DISCUSSION**
The particular paradigm and specific method used in a study entails certain benefits and limitations. In qualitative and theory driven studies there is a risk of bias in the interview questions, data analysis, and interpretations, due to the inherent nature of intersubjectivity (37). Qualitative approaches are impacted by the researcher’s pre-understanding and theoretical perspective, resulting in the generation of a more contextual result rather than a universal one. In addition, the convenience sampling utilised in this study decreased the transferability of the informants and enhanced the contextuality of the results (34). An inductive approach was used, as our intention was to capture the informants’ implicit gender perspective through observing their routines and interviewing staff members regarding their perceptions of relatives’ involvement in caring activities. Thus, the nursing staff was not explicitly asked about their perceptions of gender in the interview questions. Moreover, we have chosen to merely focus on nursing staff’s reasoning and perception of the relatives’ participation in caregiving rather than an all-inclusive focus on the multipopulated nursing home culture. This is a common approach in ethnographic studies (cf. 34, 38, 39).

Retrospectively, that can be considered as a limitation of this study. Including the observation of the relatives and/or the residents in the analysis of the data could have enabled studying the interaction between nursing staff, relatives and residents in the nursing homes which would have made the results more comprehensive and it would have enabled to grasp the gender relations in a broader and more dynamic perspective. We come to recognize that the voice of relatives and the residents are as important for achieving a diverse understanding of nursing home practices from different gendered perspectives. Therefore, we suggest that the results in this study warrant further gender related research studies for exploring all various dimension of care giving in the nursing home.
In accordance with the guidelines from the literature, the data collection and analysis methods used in this study have been clearly described, including an analysis matrix, in order to facilitate a transparent review of the rigor and trustworthiness of our study protocol and data analysis (40). The analysis has been further verified by including representative quotes extracted from the material that substantiate the trustworthiness of the results. In order to minimise the risk of misinterpretation and bias, all authors were involved in planning the research process and the data analysis and the research team examined each author’s analysis to ensure the credibility. The time frame for the data collection was another limitation identified after the completion of the study. The richness of the data would have been enhanced had the time spent in the nursing homes been spread over more days during different times of day (34).

The overall pattern that emerged from this ethnographic study based on the field observations of the nursing staff’s routines and reasoning suggest that the relatives’ involvement is restricted by the nursing staff’s perception of them as “visitors” in their working arena. This finding is in line with previous research stressing that although relatives wish to be involved in institutional based care (1-4), they must accept a minor role due to the nursing staff’s perception of them as informal caregivers (41, 42). In this study, three main themes evolved that encompass the circumstances underlying this limited involvement of relatives. Firstly, the division of labour based on formal and informal caregiving (23) represents an important demarcation line clarifying the appropriate types and level of involvement for the relatives. According to Chappell (43), such a structure of complementary care constitutes a common organizing principle in caregiving institutions. Previous research also suggests that the idea of complementary care implies that the welfare state and informal caregivers provide different kinds of care-specific services (5), a perception reflected in the nursing staff’s reasoning and routines within the culture of the nursing
homes. This division of labour created a distinct manoeuvring space for relatives based on the principle of contribution without competition, though this manoeuvring space must be limited in order for the nursing staff themselves to be perceived as “professionals” (44). This also agrees with Bauer (13), who indicated nursing staff traditionally takes ownership of the nursing home arena and in doing so expects the relatives to take subordinate roles.

Secondly, upon entering the nursing home a relative effectively enters the nursing staff’s working arena and was therefore perceived as a “visitor”. The concept of pay for caring services was related to this principle and corresponds to previous findings that relatives are not always seen as legitimate carers and their expertise related to their unpaid caring responsibilities is not always trusted by staff (10). Furthermore, the division of public and private spheres led to questions concerning intimacy and relatives’ involvement; in general, the nursing staff strongly believed that the most intimate and private caring spheres were the least acceptable areas for the involvement of relatives. Nay (45) points out that an involved relative can be perceived as pushy, strange and demanding by the nursing staff and that the liberties and responsibilities they take on are sometimes considered too large in relation to what is deemed “normal”. In a former study, nursing staff preferred that relatives did not provide too much hands-on care, as this infringed on the staff’s total caring responsibility for the residents (46). Previous research has also shown that concepts like professionalism, expertise and formal education act to strengthen the nursing staff’s position as formal caregivers and legitimise the limitation of relatives’ involvement (44).

Lastly, various gendered characteristics, including dichotomies such as we – them, were important principles that conditioned the relatives’ involvement and were related to a hierarchical frame, providing markers for how privileges were distributed among the relatives (cc. 47). It has previously been stressed that nursing staff may find it time-consuming,
complicated and difficult to deal with family members, particularly those families seen as “demanding” (3). In this study, the staff occasionally experienced such families as annoying and believed this conflict hinged on their unrealistic views of the residents’ care needs and what is possible within the nursing home’s routines.

In summary, this study contributes to the picture of intertwined and complex power relations between the nursing staff and the relatives in the nursing home culture. Relatives’ involvement was described from a gender display perspective and was inevitably linked to the nursing staff’s routines and reasoning (23). Although we touch upon gender characteristics in relation to ethnic minorities, we acknowledge that relatives’ involvement also needs to be considered more exclusively as a cultural issue since traditions, religiosity and values are aspects that probably drive motives and desires for involvement, as well among nursing staff as the relatives. The results of this study are in line with previous research suggesting that relatives sometimes feel marginalised by the nursing staff, who traditionally perceives the nursing home arena as their professional territory (45). This study’s specific contribution is the demonstration that being perceived as a “visitor” in the nursing staff’s working arena predetermines both the level and type of involvement of the relatives. The findings in this study also show that subtle dichotomies, like formal- informal caregiver, working – visiting are important in reproducing and (re)affirming social positions within the nursing home culture. It also demonstrates how these dichotomies relate to gender characteristics and a dividing of we and them. Understanding female practices, like nursing homes from a gender display perspective makes it possible to discuss and elaborate on different power structures without limiting or simplifying the forces that are in circulation to only one overall polarized idea about men and women. Making these subtle dichotomies visible and show how they contribute to uphold the division of labour and a gender order in nursing environments is an important feminist and nursing practice.
CONCLUSION

Being perceived as a “visitor” in the nursing staff’s working arena entailed the expectation of a specific code of conduct related to routines and reasoning that exists within the nursing staff culture; this code stemmed from a division of labour. In addition, the underlying connotations of “visitor” predetermined the possible involvement of the relatives. The acceptable type and level of involvement was explicitly related to the general gendered characteristics that exist in the nursing staff’s reasoning about the relatives.

We suggest that the dimensions of powers structures inherent in nursing homes routines and the staff’s reasoning based on gendered assumptions must be acknowledged. An education program has been planned for the nursing staff in order to disseminate the knowledge gained from this study, aiming to increase gender awareness and sensitivity concerning the role that gender perspective plays in decision making and planning regarding relatives’ involvement in the care of residents in nursing homes.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Meaning unit</th>
<th>Condensed meaning unit</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Theme</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>We are experts in caring and they are not. But then, they think that they know their mom or dad that we care for and I can understand that. But that was when they were healthy, not now…</td>
<td>The staff are formal caregivers and the relatives are informal caregivers</td>
<td>Formal and informal caregiving</td>
<td>Division of formal and informal caregiving – a matter of contributing without competing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relatives can cheer up the elderly’s everyday life through socializing because we have to focus on the daily caring activities and we do not have the same time as relatives</td>
<td>Relatives contribute with a social dimension that the staff say they do not have time to engage in</td>
<td>Relatives can help with the informal caregiving</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>